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IN INCOMPLETE NORMED SPACES
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Abstract. It is proved that every incomplete separable normed space M con-

tains a closed bounded convex set W such that the closed linear span of W

coincides with M and W contains no weakly supported points. This theorem

answers a question of Klee and a question of Borwein and Tingley.

Let A be a subset of normed space X. A point x e A is called a support
point of A if there exists a nonzero continuous linear functional / e X* such

that f(x) = sup f(A). We shall call a point x e A a weakly supported point if

there exists a linear functional / such that the restriction f/A is nonzero and

continuous and f(x) = sup/(^). The last definition was inspired by the paper

of Klee [1]. The set of all support points of the set A (respectively weakly

supported points) we denote by supp.4 (respectively wsupp.4). In 1958 Klee

[2] gave a striking example of a convex bounded closed subset A in a certain
incomplete normed space X (actually X is a dense subspace of £2) possessing

the property supp,4 = 0 (a supportless set). Subsequently, Bishop and Phelps

[3] proved that for every closed bounded convex subset A (a CBC subset) of

the Banach space X the set of all support functional ^2(A) of the set A is
dense in dual space X*. Later in [4] they proved that for every CBC subset

A of a Banach space the set supp A is dense in the boundary of the set A .

Hence supportless CBC subsets may occur only in incomplete normed spaces.

In 1985 Borwein and Tingley [5], developing ideas of Klee, constructed in every

separable Banach space a dense subspace possessing a supportless CBC subset

(additionally, their set is absorbing; see the paper [6] of the author where he got a

characterization of incomplete normed spaces possessing supportless absorbing

CBC subsets). The main conjecture (formulated in paper [5] which inspired

our investigation) is that every incomplete normed space contains a supportless

CBC subset. We shall prove this conjecture (actually in a stronger form, which

permits us to answer a question of Klee concerning weakly supported points
[!])•
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First, we need an auxiliary lemma. But let us remember that a system {x,} in

a Banach space X is called an M-basis of the space X if {x,} is the minimal

complete system with total biorthogonal system [7].

Lemma. Let M be a dense proper subspace of the separable Banach space X.

Then there exist an M-basis {x,}^ c M of the space X such that ||x,|| <

2~', i = 1,2, ... , and a sequence {&},0 , 51 161 = 1 > sucn that Y, £<*< £ M ■

Proof. Subsequently using an existense of an M-basis in every separable Banach

space [8], the Krein-Milman-Rutman stability theorem [9], and density of M in

the space X we can choose an M-basis {x,} of the space X in the subspace

M. In addition we suppose that ||x,|| < 2~'_1 for i = 1,2,.... If there
exists a sequence {£,} with £l&l = 1 such tnat 5Z&*i & M the proof is
ended. Otherwise (i.e., for every {//,} with 51 If/1 = 1 we have 53f»*i e
M) let {e,} be the decreasing sequence of stability of the M-basis {x,} [9].

Without loss of generality we can assume that 0 < e, < 2~'_1, i = 1,2,....

Let y e X\M, \\y\\ < e\/2. Hence by density of M in X there exists a

sequence {z,}q° , z0 = 0, such that \\y - z,|| < e2+x/2, i = 1, 2, ... . We have

\\zt - z,_!|| < ef, i = 1, 2,... . Let x\ = x, + l/«/(z< - z,_i), i= 1,2,....
Since ||l/e,(z, - z,_i)|| < e,, it follows that {x,-} is an M-basis of the space

X. Thus we have

Since X) e/*i/ 53 ej e -^ (by assumption) and y £ M, it follows that y' & M.

Setting £,• = £,•/ 51 f/ > ' = 1 > 2, ... , we complete the proof.   □

The following theorem gives an answer to one of the main open questions in

the paper [5] by Borwein and Tingley.

Theorem. Every incomplete separable normed space M contains a closed bounded

convex subset W such that the closed linear span of W coincides with M and

W contains no weakly supported points, i.e.,

wsupp W = 0.

Proof. Let X be the completion of M and {x,} c M be an M-basis of the
space X possessing the properties that (see the lemma) ||x,|| < 2~l for i =

1,2,... and there exists a sequence {£,} such that 52I&I = 1 and y =

5D £/■*< £ M. Let us define an operator T : £x ̂  X by 7>, = x,, / = 1, 2, ... ,
where {e,} is the canonical basis of the space £x. So T is an injective compact

operator, and the image V = TU(£\) of the unit ball U(£x) of the space £x is

closed. Let W = M n (-\y + V), and introduce the following notation:

L = T~\M),     z = T~ly = J£^i,    A = T~\W) = Lf) (-\z + U(£x)).

By density of the set lin{e,} in the space £x we have

(1) c\(Ar\lin{ei}) = -$z + U(ll).
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Therefore,

(2) cllin.4 = /i.

Hence

(3) cllinW/ = cllinr,4 = X

and

(4) cl(Wnlin{Xi}) D W.

Now suppose that a linear functional f on M exists such that the restriction
f/W is continuous and nonzero and / attains its supremum on the set W

at some point Xo e W : /(xo) = sup f(W). Without loss of generality we can

assume that the functional / is defined on the whole space X. Denote by / the

linear functional on the space £x defined by f(u) = f(Tu) ,ue£x. It is easily

verified that f/A is it;*-continuous in the duality Cq = £x (remember that f/W

is continuous, and note that the operator T/A : (A, w*) -> W is continuous as

the restriction of an adjoint operator). Since \ei = -\z + (\z + \ei) e A and

w*-lime, = 0, Mm. f(ei) = 0. As f/W is a nonzero continuous functional, (4)

gives the existence of an integer j such that f(Xj) ^ 0, so f(ej) ^ 0. Now

let h be the element of the space Co such that h(ei) = f(et), i = 1,2,... .
Obviously, h ^ 0, and

(5) /i/lin{e,} = //lin{e,}.

Moreover, h/A = f/A. Indeed let v e A,v = -^z + 53 ft^/ > 53lftl ^ 1-
Since v e L, lin{e,} C L, and -\z £ L, it follows that the sum 53fte/
contains infinitely many nonzero members. Therefore, for each positive integer

m there is a positive integer nm such that \ 53^,+i 161 < 53m+i I ft I • Let zm =

4 T.T fo + £f y*i + 1 ££+i foi • Then. z" e A , and zm = -i £"-$*, +
53™ fte,- e lin{e,} . Thus, by (5), h(zm) = /(zm), but limzm = u , so /(f) =

lim/(zTO) = limh(zm) = h(v). From //y4 = h/A we easily get

(6) sup f (A) = sup h(A) = sup h(cl A).

Let g = F_1x0 = -\z + 53 0/^/ where 5310/1 < 1 ■ Hence g e A, and by (6)
and (1) we have

h(g) = f(g) = f(xo) = sup f(W) = supf(A)

= suph(A) = suph(dA) = sup h(-\z + U(£x)).

Thus h(^2aiet) = suph(U(£x)). Since A e c0, we see that the sum 53fl/e/

contains only a finite number (say, w) of nonzero members. So xo = -\y +

XZT* fl**< > but Xo e W c M and 53™ 0/-*/ € M while }> 0 M. This contradic-
tion completes the proof.   D

The following corollary is a simple combination of the Theorem with the

previously mentioned famous results of Bishop and Phelps.
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Corollary 1. Let X be a separable normed space. The following assertions are

equivalent:

(1) Every CBC subset W c X has a support point.

(2) Every CBC subset W c X has its support points dense in the boundary

of the set W.
(3) Every CBC subset W c X has a support functional f e X*.

(4) For every CBC subset W c X the set of all support functionals 53 (^)

of the set W is dense in the dual space X*.

(5) The space X is complete (i.e., X is a Banach space).

The next corollary gives an answer to a question of Klee [1].

Corollary 2. Every incomplete separable normed space M contains a dense sub-

space Mx possessing a closed (even in M) bounded convex subset W such that

each nonzero linear functional f on Mx with continuous restriction f/W does
not attain its supremum on the set W.

Proof. Let W bz & subset constructed as in the theorem, and let Mx = lin W.

Then W and Mx are as required.   □

We conclude the paper with the following open question.

Question. Does every incomplete (separable) normed space M contain a closed

bounded convex subset W such that each nonzero linear functional f on M

with continuous restriction f/W does not attain its supremum on the set W1
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